ANTHONY   EDEN
it about, the volume of criticism grew throughout March.
Lloyd George, who entered the party fray again after a pro-
tracted absence, infused vigour into the thin ranks of the
Opposition by describing the Government's Far Eastern
policy as * feebleness and poltroonery '. This in its turn in-
spired Eden to retaliate with equal gusto. At Kenilworth he
talked about the inconsistencies of pugnacious pacifists.
While in the House, replying to an important debate in which
the surprisingly strong pro-Japanese sentiment of the back-
bench Tories made itself felt, he stressed that in his judgment
a man was no less a jingo if he made Pacifism the pretext
for his jingoism. To those who suggested that the Govern-
ment perhaps should have shown itself just a little more
vigorous he stressed the danger that we might have found
ourselves acting alone, and ' isolated action at a time like this
would not only have been unwise and ineffective but would
actually have broken up the principles of collective action.'
Whether Eden's interpretation is right or wrong in terms
of what was possible, it is clear that by our firm resolve to
do nothing and to do it decorously the psychological oppor-
tunity had slipped by and third-party judgment was to be put
in cold storage for a generation.
Two other issues loomed large to a perplexed world at the
beginning of 1932—Disarmament and Reparations. Both by
the end of the year were seen for what they were, will o*
the wisps leading the nation on into realms of violence and
despair. We have called January 9—the date of the British
communique on Japan—a fatal day; it also marks the
occasion of the statement from Dr. Bruening, the German
Chancellor, that it would be impossible for Germany to con-
tinue political payments. It was Eden who had to report that
no immediate advance agreement could be reached. The
attitude of the Laval Government in France was immovably
hostile. The British Government, as Neville Chamberlain
frankly stated in the House, believed the only way out was a
complete cancellation, but what he did not say was that every-
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